Hermitian metric has the peculiarity of favoring negative curvature over positive curvature. We shall explain this phenomenon by pointing out that in the case of an isometric analytic imbedding the relative curvature is on the whole negative; also, by reduction to a limiting case of imbedding we shall explain why an invariant metric in the theory of Fuchsian groups is likely to be hyperbolic; see Hua [ó]. 1 However, on the other hand, an Hermitian metric is very rigid, and the possibility of imbedding into a finitely-dimensional enveloping space is very remote. The classical conjectures about the possibility of Euclidean imbedding are rendered entirely false, but as a compensation, there are more and better theorems about equivalence and uniqueness.
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Hermitian metric.
There are many places in the literature where an introduction to the theory of Hermitian metric can be found. We shall refer to our own summary as given in Bochner [2, chap. 2] . We quote from there that in discussing an Hermitian metric in a space V n of n complex variables zu • • • , z ni the basic variables are the 2n conjugate complex quantities (1) 2i, • • • , z n ; zi, -• -, £« which we shall also denote indifferently by
(2) h, t2, • • • , hn*
Italic indices run from 1 to 2w, Greek indices from 1 to n, and starring an index will add to it the value n if it is not greater than n } and subtract n from it if it is not less than n + 1. All scalars and components of tensors are power series in (1), and they are always self-adjoint, meaning that starring all indices in a component of a tensor will change its value into its conjugate complex. Scalars are real-valued. The fundamental tensor ga has the properties gii = Hit gafi = £«*£* = 0 in addition to the self-adjointness property g a^-l^\ also g a p is positive-definite. In particular, we have (3) ds 2 = gijdtidtj = 2gap*dz a dZfl. The conclusion also holds if the components of the type RJy8* or of some other type are assumed to be the same.
PROOF. We take one of the tensors gij and we introduce the power series
for which (5) holds. We can obviously omit from (9) all monomials (14) ; furthermore, the missing derivatives of higher order can be successively computed by taking all possible successive derivatives of (14). Also these computations are unique, which proves our contention. If the components RJyp are given, the same conclusion will follow from the equations 
Putting l=a, i=a, j = y*, we obtain t/y = 0, and similarly ^7 = 0. % a = Xox + Moy, y a = Xix + ii"y.
We now set up the number (18) K -*"*W** and we claim that it is the real-valued curvature for the surface element (17) and the line element (3). In fact, if we denote the real component y a by x a+n , if we write the line element (3) in the real form
if we introduce the ordinary curvature tensor corresponding to the latter line element, if we form with that curvature tensor the sectional curvature for the section (17), and if finally we carry out purely formally the transformation of coordinates
as if it were an allowable transformation ; then by formal properties of invariance the curvature will appear in the form (18).
THEOREM 3. For n>l> if at every point the sectional curvature K is the same for all possible two-dimensional sections, then the curvature tensor is identically zero.
is fulfilled for 2n independent variables X a , /x a and their conjugate values X", /*«. We are now applying a fundamental lemma to the effect that whenever a power series
is zero identically in #i, • • • , u m for Vk -ük, fe = l, • • • , n, then it is identically 0 in the independent variables w&, u*. If we apply this to (19) then for K independent of X and ju, we obtain by a classical formal procedure the relation
In particular, we obtain and on applying the important relation (8) we deduce Kgal*gfi*y = Kgyt*gp*a.
If we multiply both sides by g a * m gP*y and contract we obtain n 2 K = K, and hence K = 0 for n > 1. DEFINITION . We call a section holomorphic if it is tangent to an analytically imbedded complex "curve." It is not hard to see that (16) is holomorphic if an only if there exists a non-real number 4> such that ix a =#X a . If we transform the two real parameters x y y by a suitable nonsingular affine transformation #'=0i#+0 2 :y, y' = <l>sx+<l>4y with real coefficients 0i, <£ 2 , $3, 04, then we can obtain the normalization
that is, the section can be written in the form 
We shall now draw an interesting conclusion. THEOREM 
If at a point all holomorphic sections have the same curvature K = b, then at that point we have b (26)
Rafi'yf = ~ -(g«fi*gyt>* + gyp'gab*).
Alsoj if (26) holds at every point, then b is a constant.

PROOF. By assumption we have
Raw + -(ga^gys* + gpygar) X-X'VX 8 * = 0.
At first the relation holds whenever X a * is conjugate complex to X a . By our previous argument it holds for independent variables (X a , X^*), and relation (26) follows now from the fact that both sides of it are symmetric in the pairs of indices (a, y) and (|8*, 5*).
Next, Bianchi's relation specializes to (27) we obtain for K the value
If we introduce the quotient But the left side is independent of J", and so we have finally
iKs, s) = -R(s) + S(z)
and thus d\p/dz a dza=zQ. Thus g a B*(z, z) E=g a/3 »(0), and our line element is flat.
However, as was shown in the proof of Theorem 1, there always exists a coordinate system which is geodesic at a prescribed point; meaning that the derivatives dg a p*/dz y and therefore also the coefficients T% y vanish at the point. 4 . Imbedding. In addition to our space V n with the metric (3) 
where A# is the affine connection pertaining to (36). Take a point z° and its image w°. It can easily be seen that it will suffice to prove (39) under the assumption that the ^-coordinates are geodesic at z° and the ^-coordinates are geodesic at w°. In this case all quantities --> i> 7 , --, A" r dZy dwç and their conjugates are 0, and we easily obtain (39) by substituting (38) in the right side of (40) and carrying out the differentiation.
We now take a fixed point z° in V n , and we introduce an arbitrary surface element The metric of V 2 is then dz\dz\ +dz 2 dz2 + (zidzi -\-Z2dz2) {z\dz\+z 2 dz2). At the origin 01 = 02 = 0, the 0-system is geodesic, and the numerator in (48) has at that point the value 3 (55) X) (XV " VV) 2 .
a,0=1
Since the denominator of (48) is always positive, see (25), the algebraic sign of (48) is that of (55). If, for instance, all components X", tf are real, that is if our section is totally real, then (55) is positive, and thus we see that the relative sectional curvature may be positive for a nonholomorphic section. For each p, the system of numbers
is a vector in complex m-space. By (63) any two of the vectors are orthogonal, and therefore all but at most m of them must be identically 0. Therefore at most m 2 among the numbers Ck, P can be not equal to 0. Each fk(z) is a polynomial, and so is g(z, z).
For n*z The most immediate line element would be the Hubert metric
In this case the hyperbolic line element (58) can very well be imbedded, namely by the transformation
Furthermore, our previous theorems remain valid, and thus for instance an elliptic line element cannot be isometrically imbedded in flat Hubert space. Conceivably every finite-dimensional Hermitian line element without torsion could be imbedded into some universal countably-dimensional space with a fixed elliptic metric. It is interesting to note in this connection that the method of S. Bergman [l ] for constructing an Hermitian metric on a domain of several complex variables consists precisely in constructing an analytic imbedding of the domain into such a universal enveloping space, the enveloping domain of Bergman being the countably-dimensional Fubini space with positive curvature 6 = 1. We shall not take up this problem in any way; however, we shall point out the following curious little theorem, which apparently is not true for finite m. may be also assumed positive definite, and may be looked upon as resulting from an imbedding of D in Euclidean V 8 . If we apply Theorem 12, and make the limiting passage from (69) to (68), we see that the resulting line-element (59) on D has nonpositive holomorphic and Ricci curvature. We shall now vary the set-up slightly. We consider not a family of functions, but a family of analytic homeomorphisms Wk=fk(0; z a ), k -1, -• • , n, of D into itself, and we assume that T is a locally compact group of such homeomorphisms. Correspondingly, we put where dd represents integration with respect to a Haar-measure, say a left-invariant one. Thus we have
